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On Friday, March 8th, a paper was read by Mr.
FARNELL, of Exeter College, on the ethnographic
problems presented by the Poseidon cults in Greece.
If the name of the deity contains the root that
appears in vor6v and ir6ais, a derivation that does not
clash with any etymological law, then he may be
regarded as one of the divinities brought into Greece
by the earliest Aryan conquerors. At least, there is
no clear trace of a non-Aryan element in his worship ;
for the occasional instances of female ministration
are of no value as proof of this. The earliest ethno-
graphy of Greece and the prehistoric movements of
tribes can only be gathered from a critical estimate
of the evidence from cult, legend, genealogies and
place-names. The strongest evidence is that which
is gathered from cult; the weakest is that which is
derived from mere genealogies. The cumulative
argument drawn from these four sources points to
Thessaly as the earliest home of this worship, and to
the Minyans and Ionians as the earliest Hellenic
tribes that diffused it. Wherever we find the worship
prominent, wherever Poseidon was connected with
the tribal or political organisation as (ppdrpios,
r€i>40\ios or BeurtXeis, we discover traces of Thessa-
lian, Minyan or Ionic settlement or influence. The
most important special cult for Greek ethnography
is that of Poseidon-Hippios. Among the various
suggested explanations, the most probable is that
the horse was the embodiment of the water-spirit.
The cult and the legend is specially prominent in
Thessaly, and wherever we find it elsewhere in
Greece we find also legends that seem to point back
to Thessaly or Boeotia. And the cult acquired a
new significance at an early time through the de-
velopment of the art of horsemanship in Thessaly.
It is probable that the Minyan settlements in Boeotia
bordered on a very early Ionic. The worship of
Poseidon 'EAMMSJ'UW, the political bond of the Ionic
cities in Asia Minor, must have belonged to the
Ionians before the migration. It is impossible to
derive the title from Helike, or immediately from
any other word but Helikon. And it is most natural
to believe that this was the mountain (or stream) in
Boeotia, especially as vestiges of Poseidon cult or
legend survived in the vicinity. The great ethno-
graphic importance of the worship of Helikonios,
as supporting the hypothesis that Boeotia was an
early home of the aboriginal Ionian stock, has
hitherto been ignored. Possibly the ' Aigeidae,' ' the

sons of Aegeus' at Thebes belonged to an early Ionic
settlement there. For Aigeus, the father of Theseus,
is Poseidon himself, the title in all probability de-
signating the God of Aegae. IIo<r6tS£v Tlarlip at
Eleusis should be interpreted not as ' the Father of
Artemis,' but, in accordance with the analogy of
similar titles, as ' the Father' of a local clan: and
certain Eleusinian legends associate the region with
Boeotia and North Greece. Poseidon on the Isthmus
is connected with Ionic and Boeotian legend. The
Argolid worship belongs to the Ionic settlement that
preceded the Dorian there, and is associated with
the name of Theseus. The Amphictyony of Kalau-
reia is partly Minyan and partly Ionic. In the
Laconian worship the Minyan tradition is especially
strong. Around the Arcadian Poseidon and the
sites of his worship in that country cluster many
legends that carry us back to Thessaly. The proof
of Minyan migration to Elis is indubitable, the story
of Salmoneus and his mimicry of thunder reminding
us of a rite of rain-magic attested of Thessaly. The
cult in Achaea is Ionian, and, though preserved,
was shorn of its prestige after the invasion of the
Achaeans from the north. The old Minyan cult at
Pylos in Messene was utterly obliterated by the
Dorians, who never showed any strong leaning to
Poseidon-worship. The same ethnic affinities can be
traced, as we follow the track of Poseidon across the
Aegean and along the Asia Minor coast.

The study of the cult is of the greatest importance
for the early ethnography of Attica. A review of
all the evidence appears to lead to the conclusion—
opposed to recent theories—that Athena-worship is
the primary religions fact with which we have to
reckon in the earliest period of the existence of
Athens; that Erechtheua the ' ground-breaker'
(4pLx9ivtos=epex^^X^vlos) i8 a n aboriginal agricul-
tural hero, a buried ancestor, that the introduction
of Poseidon-worship was the result of an early Ionic
migration—probably from Troezen—associated with
the names of Theseus and Aegeus; and that the
cult may have received additional stimulus from a
somewhat later settlement of Pylian Minyans;
that by a fictitious arrangement for political pur-
poses the God is blended with the primitive ancestor,
with whose real nature he has little or no affinity ;
and that the cult-title of Poseidon-Erechtheus is of
later growth, analogous to that of Zeus-Agamemnon,
Apollo Sarpedonios.

ARCHAEOLOGY
SOME RECENT WORKS ON

CLASSICAL ART.

A.—GEEEK SCULPTURE.

(1) Die Naturwiedergabe in der dlteren
griechischen Kunst, von EMANUEL LOEWY.
Rome 1900. (Loescher & Co.). 3 M. 60.

(2) DarsteUung des Menschen in der dlteren
griechischen Kunst, von JULIUS LANGE.
Aus dem Danischen iibersetzt von
MATHILDE MANN. . . mit einem Vorwort
von A. FURTWANGLER. Strassburg, 1900.
(Heitz & Mtindel). 20 M,

THESE two books, published with some
eighteen months interval between them,
are significant of the attempt which is being
made to account for the causes that deter-
mine the aesthetic changes noted and, to a
certain extent, classified by the historical
method. Professor Loewy's book deals
mainly with that three-dimensional problem
in art, which has so exercised the ingenuity
of art-critics since the publication of
Hildebrand's masterly essay Das Problem
der Form in der bUdenden Kunst. All
progress in the formative arts, whether
painting proper, relief, or sculpture in the
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round, is a progression from the simple flat
presentment of the image to the discovery
of how to render the third dimension or
depth; at the same time, according to Prof.
Loewy, the unconscious resistance offered
at all times by the artist to the third-
dimensional rendering explains most, or all,
of the artistic conventions for which, so far,
only partial or unsatisfactory solutions had
been found. The primitive artist is unable
to grasp more than one view of his subject
—hence early painting remains a purely
linear art, whether it appear as pure outline
or filled in as silhouette. Hence, too, the
flatness of early relief, with its incapacity for
three-dimensional suggestion and absence of
all plastic conception, the lingering effects of
what were originally but artistic limitations
making themselves still felt in such works
as the grave reliefs of Philis and from
Pella, and in the frieze of the Parthenon.
It is Loewy's application of these theories to
sculpture ' in the round' which is most
interesting because most novel. The two
arts—for relief and painting are inseparable
—of painting and sculpture show a parallel
development. The early sculptor as little
grasps the third-dimensional quality as the
early painter. Hence the earliest statues
like the ' Nikandra ' from Delos are strictly
carved only in one view (p. 31) j as art
progresses, figures are sculptured, so to
speak, in relief on their four faces, and
though the corner angles are rounded off
the figure has no organic depth, a defect
acutely noted by Loewy even on so ad-
vanced, and in some ways perfect, a figure
as the Apollo of Tenea (p. 32). A signifi-
cant observation which needs insisting
upon, is that the process, contrary to what
we should expect, is the same for bronze
work as for sculpture in stone. That a
marble figure carved out of a plane-faced,
four-sided block should technically favour
the one-view process is obvious ; what is not
so clear is that the same peculiarities and
conditions, based on the same visual limita-
tions, obtain in bronze, where it might be
supposed that dependence on the clay model
or the mould would tend to make the
rectangular structure soon retire before the
real round. But original bronze master-
pieces such as the Charioteer from Delphi
or the Apollo of Piombino are a proof of
the contrary ; they are on the rectangular
plan as much as any marble work of the
same period ; and in their presence it is

. impossible, as Loewy points out, to contend
that the rectangular character, for example,
of the Dresden copies of the ' Lemnian'

Athena, is due to ' schematizing' on the
copyist's part; it obviously belonged to
the original bronze. As a fact the efflor-
escence of Greek painting and sculpture took
place while art had not yet thoroughly
passed out of its linear and rectangular
phase. In the statues of Praxiteles linger
many traces thereof—and only at the close
of the great period, in the art of Lysippos,
may these primitive conditions be pro-
nounced as altogether conquered, and the
plastic arts to have become in jedem Sinne
korperlich.

Professor Loewy is an experienced student
and exponent of aesthetic theories. Some
eight years ago, long before such pro-
blems had attained their present vogue it
was he who in his treatise on Lysippos
(Lysipp u. seine Stdlung in der griechischen
Kunst) first adumbrated the principle which
was afterwards independently developed and
definitely formulated as the 'frontal law"
(Gesetz der Frontalitat) by the Danish pro-
fessor Julius Lange. I t is a matter for regret
that in the German translation of Lange's
book before us the discussion of an aesthetic
law which, at the time of its publication, was
hailed by an eminent reviewer in the Berliner
Philologiscke Wochenschrift as 'an art-his-
torical result of the first rank, comparable to
the discovery of a law of nature,' should ap-
pear only in the short French resume that was
appended to the Danish edition. Briefly
stated, the ' frontal law' postulates that in
the primitive sculpture of all peoples, the
movement of figures ' in the round' is
limited by the fact that whatever the pose,
be it standing or sitting, bending forwards
or backwards, riding, kneeling, lying on the
face or on the back, there is no lateral diver-
gence from an imaginary axis that divides the
body into two exact haloes. The observance
of this law it was that imparted to early sculp-
ture a special character, felt and appreciated
by critics but hitherto left unexplained.
How, in Greek sculpture, the frontal law
gradually gives way before greater technical
and artistic freedom is shown at length in
the two later sections of Lange's work in its
German dress. For instance—everyone has
doubtless observed how rigid is the pose of the
wounded warrior from the eastern pediment
of the temple of Aegina, by comparison with
that of the 'Ilissos' from the Parthenon.
But till Lange pointed it out, and moreover,
illustrated his reasoning by diagrams, it was
not equally clear that this comparative
rigidity is due to the fact that the Aeginetan
sculptor, still under the ban of the 'frontal
law,' has not understood how to connect the
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lower torso with the legs.truthfully to nature,
whereas the sculptor of the 'Ilissos' had
completely discarded frontality. In standing
statues the change from the frontal position
took place gradually with the shifting of the
weight of the body to the one or the other
leg—the great innovation that marks the
passage from primitive to perfected sculp-
ture. In the Discobolus—for its period a
real tour de force—the necessities imposed
by the frontal law are only imperfectly over-
come : hence the unpleasing contortions that
called forth the criticism of Quintilian.
Consonantly with the modification of posture
comes a development in the expressiveness
of the face...In a word 'All the changes in
the posture of figures, brought about by the
transition period, may be summed up by saying
that the earlier frontal statue represented
an external structure of the human form:
upon two feet were placed two legs, above
the legs a body, above the body a neck and
head and so on—whereas the new statue is
a representation of the human being in which
everything is evolved from, and imposed by,
an inner centre—an Ego.'

One important result of the wider know-*
ledge thus secured by the scientific observa-
tion of the whole range of artistic phenomena,
is that many a defect or a limitation once
considered characteristic of some artist or
school, now appears as the natural outcome
of the phase reached in the aesthetic de-
velopment at the period to which the work
belongs. In the flat treatment of the ' Stele
of two Maidens from Pharsalos ' we shall no
longer recognise with Brunn, because of the
provenance of the stele, a technique wholly
peculiar to the schools of Northern Greece
(Loewy, p. 20)—any more than we shall
attribute the still inaccurate articulation of
the Aeginetan figures to the 'deficiencies of
certain Aeginetan artists. For had this been
the case, we should not have wasted our
words upon the matter in this connection'
(Lange, p. 71). I have dwelt upon what
seemed to me the most characteristic part of

; Lange's book—but it touches upon a num-
ber of interesting subjects—such as the

•. presentation of the figure on the plane sur-
; face, and the different level of artistic de-

velopment reached in representations of
\ animals and in those of the human figure ;
» the author died before he could complete his

researches beyond the first period of the
; efflorescence of Greek art, but he has left us
; a searching and—considering all that has
j ' been written before—an extraordinarily ori-
l ginal and fresh examination of the Parthenon

marbles, as well as some sound criticism on
% the Polykleitan school.

(3) S. REINACH : Le type ttminin de Lysippe
(from Revue ArcMologique, 1900).

ITS seductive title gives all the importance
of a monograph to this article. Like M.
Reinach, many an archaeologist has been
haunted by the idea that among the in-
numerable still unreclaimed copies of statues
in our museums may be concealed female
types referable to the Master of the
Apoxyomenos, though the same method
of recovery would not commend itself to
all. In endeavouring to fill the gap, M.
Reinach displays, as usual, a subtle power
of criticism to which his unrivalled com-
mand of aesthetic vocabulary enables him
to give the fullest and most telling ex-
pression; yet he strikes me as not alto-
gether equal to himself in this his latest
effort at attribution—nay, as being in
danger of consecrating by his influence
methods of research which the many
students of his work know that he would
have been the first to condemn or to
ridicule only a while ago. To say that
because Lysippus was a prolific artist, who
is known to have made a great number of
female statues, copies of these statues must
survive, and then to set about to find them
(rechercher le typefeminin qu'on est en droit
de lui attribuer) savours of an a priori
method which obtained too long, and which
we hoped was fast vanishing. M. Reinach
himself has often taught us to work not
from our preconceived notion to some statue
which we force to fit it, but honestly—if
sometimes wearily—from the statue itself
to its school and its master. Be these
things as they may, he does not seem to us
to have altogether had la main heureuse in
two, at any rate, of the three works which
he here proposes as Lysippian. They are
given on Plate xix. on either side of a dainty
Praxitelean head at Dresden—originally
published by M. Reinach himself—to which
they are supposed to offer marked contrasts.
The first, which is ' in the market' at
Rome, was lately photographed for the
Einzelverhauf series, and pronounced by
Dr. Arndt in the text to the E. V. to be
Praxitelean—an opinion which is confirmed
rather than otherwise by its present juxta-
position with the Dresden head.1 The second
would-be ' Lysippian' head, which belongs to
the Hon. Ashley Ponsonby, has for upwards
of twenty years been a loan in the South
Kensington Museum,2 where it was noted

1 The head, which I knew only from the photo-
graph, belongs most probably to a later development
of the Praxitelean school.

2 In saying that he ignores the present whereabouts
of the head, M. Beinach's marvellous museographic
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by Michaelis (Ancient Marbles in Great
Britain, p. 484, No. 18). I t is in a shock-
ing condition, owing to a mixed coating of
brown paint (vide Michaelis) and London dirt.
The facial oval is long, differing therefore
totally from the short, packed Lysippian
oval as seen, not only in the Apoxyomenos,
but in the fine replica in the British Museum
of the ' Lansdowne Hermes' and in other
works after Lysippus; the expression has
the true Skopasian inwardness, of which
the superficial, externalising Lysippus shows
himself incapable. Not that I would refer
the head to Skopas, the facial forms are
reminiscent rather of later developments of
his school in the direction perhaps of the
Demeter of Knidos.

The third attempt at attribution which,
as M. Reinach is careful to remind us, is
not altogether novel, is somewhat happier,
even if it rest at present on very slight proof.
As we see them juxtaposed on PI. xviii.,
certainly the head of the larger of the two
female draped statues from Herculaneum
at Dresden offers analogies to the Apoxyo-
menos; though the analogy is greatly
lessened if we look at the female head
poised at the correct angle on the statue
itself. This type of head, however, cannot
be dissociated from one with which it is far
more intimately connected than with the
Apoxyomenos, namely from the lovely head
in the Glyptothek at Munich (no. 89),
and the kindred heads which are linked not
only by affinities of style but by their
peculiar rolled headdress. M. Reinach now
dismisses, or rather ignores, a connection he
had himself insisted upon in a previous
paper on the ' (Jorinna ' of Seilanion. Full
of the idea that the Herculaneum figure is
Lysippian and therefore copied from bronze,
he pronounces somewhat lightly that the
hair is a further proof of bronze origin,
since this treatment is peculiarly suitable
to bronze technique. But does he forget
that among those heads with rolled hair,
which he himself had enumerated as ' con-
generes' * in his article on Seilanion,
one is the marble head in Munich, cer-
tainly one of the most exquisite master-
pieces of Greek or of any marble sculpture,
where the hair is treated at once with tender-
ness and the utmost maestria. How noble is

memory has for once failed him; the head remains
now, as for the last five or six years, where the present
writer saw it again only a day or two ago—in an
angle of the corridor outside the refreshment room.

1 These heads clearly fall into groups within a
group, though for the present purpose it suffices to
consider them as a class. I t seems uncertain whether
the head on the Oompiegne ' Corinna' really belongs
to the statue.

the contour it imparts to the brow, yet how
lifelike and dainty the delicate indication
of the slight pull exerted by the roots of th8
hair upon the gently swelling temples, how
soft and almost ' illusionist' is the ripple of
the softly rolled waves. No sculptor or
critic would, I think, be found to say that
here was technique unsuited to marble. ^
The little marble head from Corfu (Fried- J
richs-Wolters 1521) equally an original is, j
as Wolters saw long ago, inseparable from i
the Munich head. The same coiffure, though i
somewhat more closely waved or rolled, •
occurs again on the maid in the grave 1
relief of Archestrate at Leiden; the head
of this maid seems intimately connected
with the Knidian head ; the shape of
the eye, and the general east of the
countenance point if not to a common at
least to a very closely allied origin. Of
marble too, and of the same period, if not
of the same school, is the charming original
head in high relief with an adaptation of the
same headdress published by Professor
Gardner (Journ. Hell. Stud, xv, 1895, PI. 6),
who not improbably surmises that it may
have belonged to the sculptured decoration
of the temple of Sunium. When the coiffure
in question occurs in no less than four
undoubted originals of the fourth century,
what becomes of M. Reinach's contention
that it is only suited to bronze technique ?
The fact is that M. Reinach in common with
the majority of archaeologists misappre-
hends, under the influence of modern criti-
cism, the true relation of bronze to marble
technique in antiquity. The ancient sculptor
aimed at definite optical effects which
fluctuated in different periods and schools,
but which remained but slightly if at all
affected by considerations of material.2. This
is a point which cannot be developed here—
but I doubt whether, without the texts to
tell them that the original Apoxyomenos was
bronze, archaeologists would be so sure that
the exquisite lissom modelling of the
Vatican statue produit un effet de sicheresse.
toute mitaUique. And would we have seen
traces of marble technique in the hard copy
of a female head in Berlin (Cat. No. 610), had
not a fortunate discovery given us the marble
original (E. Gardner, Handbook, Fig. 101) \
It is disappointing to find that M. Reinach

2 Since writing the above I have found a striking
confirmation of this view, in the finest of the bronzes
3-ecently recovered near Cythera—the life-size Hermes
which is justly considered to resemble the Hermes of
Olympia. The hair, although bronze, is as loosely
modelled with a view to effect by means of alternating
light and shadow, as is that of the Olympian statue.
In the fifth century, on the other hand, wire-drawn
hair is found both in marble and in bronze works,
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is content to base his attempt at rapproche-
ment of the Herculanean figure to the
Apoxyomenos on the evidence of the heads
alone, especially as in Lysippian statues,
the head—generally of an eclectic type—is
by no means the most interesting or cha-
racteristic part. I t would be satisfactory
to know what Lysippian character, if any,
he finds in the body of the female figure.
The present writer at least sees in it no
attempt to solve the problems wherein lay
the true greatness and the true innovation
of Lysippus and his school. The way in
which Lysippus elongates the forms so as
to bring out the statical lines is quite beyond
anything attempted by his predecessors—
even by Praxiteles. In the Apoxyomenos
the marvellous rotation of the limbs round
the axis of the figure imparts an individual
rhythm which is entirely new, which is the
secret of its admirable mobility and which
we find again in figures such as the ' Eros
stringing his Bow,' the ' Hermes' of Lans-
downe House, and its replicas (this quality
of mobility indeed being that which above all
distinguishes the Lysippian figures 'with
a raised foot' from other statues with the
same external motive such as the Poseidon
of the Lateran and the Alexander Rondanini).
All this we miss in the figure from Hercu-
laneum ; alike the simple grace of her pose
and the flow of her draperies show that the
current Praxitelean attribution is correct.
To what master or modification of the
Praxitelean school she exactly belongs is of
course uncertain for the present.

A small error may be noted on p. 15.
The replica found at Aegion of the smaller
Herculanean figure was the pendant not to
a replica of the ' Antinous Belvedere' but
to a variant though kindred type of the
Hermes known as of Aegion, a figure modi-
fied from some fifth century original (see
Bulle in No. 631 and 632 of the E.V.) I t
is the Hermes found at Andres which is an
exact copy of the Belvedere statue, and its
feminine pendant was the exquisite replica,
now in Athens, of the larger Herculanean
statue.

I have ventured to attack the main thesis
of a brilliant paper. Space fails me to dwell
on- minor points, such as inter alia the new
contention that copies after bronze are more
accurate than copies after marble; for of
the former a mould can be taken, a process
impossible in the case of marble statues by
reason of their delicate colouring. This
clever theory, however, is not altogether con-
firmed by a close study of copies. Think
for instance of the marble head from the
Acropolis mentioned above, and its mechani-

cally accurate copy in Berlin; and many
other copies after marble might be cited, so
accurate as to make us suspect that casts
must have been taken of marble statues
also, in spite of their colouring. That the
larger Herculanean figure with her com-
panions may be Mnemosyne with two of the
Muses is an attractive if not a proven sug-
gestion.

(4) Strena Helbigiana. Leipzig : Teubner,
1900.
This book was offered to Professor Helbig

for his sixtieth birthday by sixty of his
students and friends varying in merit and
celebrity from the great Theodor Mommsen
to the writer of the present notice. To
review the sixty essays which compose the
volume is out of the question. For the
history of art special interest attaches to
the article by Paul Arndt showing that the
so-called ' Alcibiades' of the Vatican belongs
to the fourth century and has therefore been
misnamed ; a beautiful head of Helios from
Rhodes is published by Botho Graef; L.
Milani in an interesting article wishes to
push back the original of the Medicean
Venus to Praxiteles himself; a statue inter-
preted as Achilles belonging to the Naples
Museum is published by B. Sauer; we wel-
come a terra-cotta head from Alexandria,
published by Th. Schreiber as a portrait of
Alexander, owing to its undoubted likeness
to the Azara bust; in the exhaustive dis-
cussion we miss a reference to the beautiful
portrait statuette after Lysippus belonging
to His Excellency M. Nelidow, Russian
Ambassador in Rome, the head of which, in
spite of the small scale, is assuredly one of
the most trustworthy portraits of the great
king. W. Amelung publishes the interesting
though hitherto neglected group of a Satyr
riding upon a dolphin (Casino Borghese)—
and shows its influence upon similar com-
positions in the Renascence.

B.—GBEEK VASES.

(1) ' Tyrrhenische ' Amphoren : eine Studie
zur Geschichte der altattischen Malerei.
Von HERMANN THIEESCH (E. A. Seeman,
Leipzig).

This excellent monograph deals with a small
but difficult class of early Greek vases, once
pronounced to be of Italic origin by Brunn
and the Munich school, then gradually traced
back to Attica and to Attic origins, and since
the appearance of Holwerda's exhaustive
essay in the Jahrbuch for 1890 accepted as
' Corintho-Attic' Dr. Thiersch sets himself
to prove by a searching comparison that the
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first member of the double epithet' Corintho-
Attic ' must be dropped ; then, while main-
taining a purely Attic origin for this ware,
he prefers to retain for its products (am-
phoras exclusively) the distinctive, though
once so widely misapplied, name of 'Tyr-
rhenian ' which corresponds to the ultimate,
if not to the original, region of their
provenance. His contention, supported by
ample proof, is briefly that these ' Tyr-
rhenian ' amphoras were produced by Attic
craftsmen working for Italic export. They
mark a short episode not so much in the
development as in the decay of Archaic
Attic vase painting; their brief history is
that of a decadence. Nay further, so closely
similar are all the specimens—some eighty
in number—preserved to us that Dr.
Thiersch has little hesitation in tracing them
back not only to one workshop but to one
painter, whose death, then, would account
for the abrupt disappearance of this class of
ware. The little book is divided into
sections dealing with the epigraphy, the
subjects, the rendering of the nude or of the
face, the costume, etc. At all points the
author displays not only learning but acute
understanding of artistic procedure and of
the expressive limitations of archaic art.
Mythologists should read the discussion of the
art-type of the departure of Amphiaraus, as
seen on a 'Tyrrhenian' amphora in Florence.
The ancient vase painter lays stress on the
paternal and not on the marital relation of
Amphiaraus : the children crowd about him
pathetically and try forcibly to keep back
their father among them ; Amphiaraus is
seen endeavouring to free himself from
Alkmaion's clinging embrace. If Eriphyle
be there at all, it is without her fatal
tokens and in a subordinate place among
the other women. May it not be, asks Dr.
Thiersch, that on the great Corinthian
Krater in Berlin, the action of ̂ Amphiaraus
has been misunderstood? Are not the
hands of the children uplifted towards their
father—not as generally supposed, to ask for
their mother's life, but to pray their father
not to forsake them ] And further, ' need
the hand be raised with murderous intent :
may tit not merely be the attribute of the
warrior departing for the wars ?' One is
glad to note that Dr. Thiersch traces the
mistake to Pausanias' erroneous interpre-
tation of the same scene on the chest of
Cypselus. What false notions of the ancient
craftsmen or artists' attitude to their sub-
jects may not the servile dependence of our
modern mythologists on the pedantic and
unscientific periegete be responsible for!
Dr. Thiersch in his anxiety to be fair occa-

sionally loads his theme with irrelevancies,
as for instance when he quotes, though only
to discard it, the notion that the quaint
fashion in which three men are carrying
Polyxena to the sacrifice, horizontally like
a log, on a ' Tyrrhenian' amphora in the
British Museum, may be a reminiscence
of the three companions of Odysseus carry-
ing the beam wherewith to bore the Cyclops1

eye on the vase signed by Aristonofos.
This ridiculous system of ' typology' is now
discarded by all serious scholars. Thus,
in the Strena Helbigiana noted above, Dr.
Bulle, in making known a new Odysseus
vase, justly condemns my former theory of
a contaminatio between the art-types of
Odysseus and the Sirens and of Prometheus
and the vulture.

C.—ROMAN AET.

EDMOND COURBAUD : Le Bas-Relief Romain a,
representations historiques. (Bibl. des
Ecoles frangaises d'Athenes et de Rome).

I have briefly stated elsewhere—in my
preface to the English edition of Wick-
hoff's Roman Art—wherein consists the main
value of this careful archaeological compi-
lation. I t is certainly an admirable risume
of the best that has been done for Roman
art during the nineteenth century by the
more conservative school of archaeology who
insist on the complete dependence of Roman
upon Greek art, a view for the rest advo-
cated only lately by so great a connoisseur
as Dr. Petersen in his handbook to Rome,
where in the survey of the art treasures
of Rome the glories of post-Augustan
art are summarily dismissed as Hellenistic
in character : ' What remains of the artistic
decoration of the Forum of Nerva, of the
balustrades, of the triumphal arches and
columns, corresponds in the main to the
Hellenistic art of which the most character-
istic extant example is the sculpture from
Pergamon.' This is a view which I have
done my best to combat by translating a
whole book on the subject. I therefore do
not propose to enter upon it here. But
since reading Dr. von Domascewski's article
in the Strena Helbigiana on the reliefs of the
statue of Augustus from Prima Porta, it has
occurred to me that perhaps some further
light might be brought to bear to show that
the kindred central reliefs of the 'Ara
Pacis' of Augustus (Florence, given as
head-piece in Strena Helbigiana, p. 171),
which M. Courbaud, like Dr. Schreiber,
insists on taking to be a copy from an
Hellenistic composition, is after all of
Augustan date, and that the slab from
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Carthage in the Louvre is therefore the later
and not the earlier work. In a remark
which unfortunately is only made briefly in a
footnote von Domascewski shows that the
Tellus reclining with the two children at the
lower edge of the breast-plate of Augustus
is not exactly, as hitherto always said,
merely the ' earth,' but rather the Orbis
Rornanus, and that accordingly (the sug-
gestion, apparently, is Professor von Duhn's)
the two babes are the divine twins. Then
may we not suppose that the Terra Mater
of the Augustan altar also, partakes of the
nature of the Orbis Bomanus, and that the
children in this case again are the twins ?
How appropriate to the altar of the ' Pacis
Augustae' would be this impersonation of
the universal Roman sway—surrounded as
on the breast-plate by the elements that
minister to its prosperity. And as a sure
sign of what the Romans understood by the
allegory, the twins themselves play about
the gracious woman. Should this sug-
gestion turn out to be correct, the relief
would become stamped with a distinctive
Roman mark, and it would be impossible to
date the composition earlier than the
Augustan Age.

EUGENIE STRONG.
January, 1901.

have suffered some mutilation on the lips of
Ylach or Albanian shepherds.

I t does not follow, of course, that Vrana
does not cover the site of the ancient
village.

W. H. D. ROUSE.

MARATHON AND VRANA.

The suggestion that Marathon has become
Vrana (p. 135) assumes two things: (1)
that the accent of M.apa6Ssva could be trans-
posed to the preceding syllable, MapdOuva ;
(2) that one of the unacceated short vowels
has been dropt.

But (1) Modern Greek is very tena-
cious of the place of the ancient accent. The
changes (except in one or two dialects, such as
Crete) are very few, and indeed I cannot
think of any except the class of words
ending in -Co., which have all become id with
the consonantal i. Here the principle seems
to be the same as in McveAaos: MeviXetos,
and etos: I109, which began in ancient times.
And (2) unaccented short syllables are always
pronounced with great distinctness, except
initial or final short vowels. Lastly, the
very syllables in question appear unclipt in
the village name MapaOoKafiiros in Samos,
derived no doubt from the same plant as
the name of Marathon.

It is therefore highly unlikely that
Marathon can have become Vrana, and in
any case the guess must be rejected if no
evidence to support it is forthcoming. I t is
conceivable, however, that the name may

MONTHLY RECORD.
ITALY.

Imola.—Some fine Roman pavements have been
discovered, with excellent designs ; one has a pattern
of hexagons in red with white centres and lozenges
between: another, patterns of intersecting circles
with flowers in the centres,' in white on a black
ground ; and a third a somewhat complicated pattern
of squares with borders of panels in which are
lozenges, surrounded by guilloches and rosettes in
circles, etc., all in black and white.1

Todi.—Remains of a building have come to light
which appeared to have been destroyed by a
landslip; it contained, besides marble slabs and
pavements and a hypocaust, an onyx goblet, and a
life-size statue of Greek marble representing a seated
goddess (head wanting). The treatment of the
drapery recalls the Hera Borghese of the Vatican
and a Hera now in the Thermae of Diocletian.1

Naples.—A marble block has been found with an
inscription of the third century after Christ, which
shews points of comparison with C.I.L. x. 1492. It
runs as follows: LAV]CELARCH[ISANTI] IMITABILI
DEMAECHO | PLVRIMIS'AETIAM - AT - Q • | INSIQNIBVS

MERITI8 I PKABCLAKO ^} PRETOKES | EVBOIS VERB
DIGNISSIMO. For the obscure magistrate laucelarchus
see Beloch, Gampanien, p. 47 and Kaibel.fInscr. Or.
Sic. u. Ital. p. 191 ; for the form—isanti cf. the
demarchisanti of C.I.L. x. 1491. Fretores Eubois is
of course a transliteration of (pptropes Eiflofts.1

Pompeii.—A somewhat pathetic discovery has
been made of the corpse of a man buried deep under
lava; he had been carrying a bundle which
contained the handle of a silver stew-pan (trulla ?)
ornamented with shell-fish, two spoons, two keys,
and a silver denarius of Domitian. In the same spot
were found 187 copper coins of various dates.2

Rome.—Further finds have been made on the site
of the Fons luturnae, including a sarcophagus of
Proconnesian marble with reliefs of the third
century after Christ: along the front a bust of
a woman within a clipeus, supported by two winged
deities; below, two Cupids in a boat, one fishing,
flanked by a River-god on the 1. and Tellus with
cornucopia on the right. At either end is a winged
Genius ; also a boy carrying a stick and basket, and
a man beating a tree(?). To this may be added: an
archaistic torso of Apollo, a bust of Jupiter, and
fragments of a group of the ^Dioscuri leading their
horses to the spring, a genuine Greek fifth century
work. [A more detailed account of these discoveries
was given by Mr. Ashby in the March number of the
G.E. p. 139.] 3

Below the pedestal of Maxentius (see O.K. 1900,
p. 237, 1901, p. 86), among the deposits ranging
from the seventh to the first century B.C., has been
found a terracotta antefix in the form of a female

1 Notizie degli Scavi, July 1900.
a Athenaeum, 9 March.
8 Notizie degli Scavi, August 1900
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head, of archaic style, with remains of red colour
[cf. the series from Capua in the B.M.]. 3, *

On the slope below the arch of Septimius Severus
five fragments of a long inscription of the Republican
period have come to light, cut on a slab of traver-
tine ; there are remains of red paint in the letters,
which are ranged in two columns. It appears to be a
sort of advertisement for an additional contract for
street operations.3

A new fragment of the marble plan of Borne has
been found near the Basilica Julia. That it is
certainly earlier than the plan made by Septimius
Severus in 211 is shewn by the plan of the Pantheon
thereon, which is evidently previous to the re-
construction by Hadrian. It must therefore belong
to the plan made in A.D. 73, destroyed by fire in 191
and restored by Severus. It also shews the Thermae
(TH]EKMAE[AGBIP]PAE) adjoining the Pantheon. In
a tunnel now being bored under the Quirinal was
found a statue of a magistrate, also torsos of Silvanus
and a youth, a fountain-god reclining, an alabaster
Ionic capital, and brick stamps from the kilns of
Tonneius, as well as a large mosaic pavement of the
third century with Christian symbols.2

SICILY.

Syracttse.—Dr. Orsi has been investigating the two
grottoes of the Scala Greca, and proves that they
represent a sanctuary of Artemis. Numerous objects
were found in them, especially terracottas, which
were nearly all female heads, mostly with the hair
in a high knot, some wearing a cap or a K&AaBos.
Besides these may be mentioned a torso of Artemis
with bow, and other torsos clearly representing the
same goddess, sometimes with a palm tree in the
background; also figures of Artemis accompanied by
a lion, kid, or deer {aima Sripav), and others with
lance, axe, or torch. All seem to be of rather late
date.8

Gela.—In a building known as the Heroon of
Antiphemos has been found a cup of Attic make with
archaic graffito inscriptions: MNA$I®AVE$
ANE&EKE A N T I * A M O I . The <g> is rhom-
boidal in form. The name of Mnasithales seems to
connect the inscription with Orchomenos in Boeotia:
Antiphamos was the Rhodian OIKIOT^S of Gela (see
Pauly-Wissowa, «.•».). Also a fragment of a large
r.f. kotyle inscribed with the names of Harmodios
(. . . OAIO£andHipparchos(lPP . . XO£),
clearly from a representation of the well-known subject
(cf. Areh.-epigr. Mitth. aus Oesterr. iii.|pl. 6, and Arch.
Zeit. 1883 pi. 12). The action of Harmodios corres-
ponds closely to the vase published in the Arch. Zeit.,
and also to the famous group in Naples.1

QBEECB.

Kythera.—The important discovery of a series of
Greek statues dredged up by sponge-divers off the
island of Kythera (Cerigo), or more strictly speaking
off Antikythera, is now a matter of history, and
probably familiar to most readers of the C.R. It
may however be worth while to insert a brief record
of the finds here. It is evident that they went down
in a vessel which was conveying to Italy the spoils
carried off by some Roman general from Greece and
foundered while rounding Cape Malea. Portions of
the fittings and furniture of the ship were found, as
Well as objects which had been used by the sailors.
It seems highly probable that the general in question

4 Athenaeum, 9 February.

was Sulla, as we know from Lucian (Ztuzis, 3) tha
one of his ships was wrecked in this way.

The statues and fragments have been brought to
Athens, and are now at the Ministry of Public
Instruction ; they number in all five bronzes and
eight marble figures, together with sundry fragments.
The bronzes in particular are much corroded by the
salt water. Photographs of the most important will
be shortly published in the Hellenic Journal by
the kindness of M. Kavvadias.

(1) Bronze life-size male figure, of which the
upper part is well preserved, the rest only in frag-
ments, resembling in general characteristics the
Hermes of Praxiteles, but more probably from the
school of Lysippos. The figure is poised on the
left foot, the right hand extended with the fingers
downwards, an action the object of which is at
present disputed; the best suggestion seems to be
that he is aiming at an object with a ball.

(2) Two smaller bronze figures of athletes, prac-
tically perfect; both are of the muscular type of
the Argive and Sicyonian schools. The larger
resembles the Idolino of the Uffizi, and is of the
latter half of the fifth century ; it is interesting to
notice that the lips are wanting, and had been
supplied in another material and colour. The
other is smaller and is also Polycleitan in type,
recalling the pose of the Doryphoros, but is of
later date. It may be compared with the Payne-
Knight Hermes in the British Museum {Cat. 825).

(3) Draped bronze figure of the fifth century ; feet
and part of head wanting.

(4) Head and arm of bronze boxer with truculent
expression, bushy hair, and disfigured nose, wearing
the caestus on his forearm.

(5) Crouching figure in marble, bending on the
right knee and gazing forward keenly, with the right
arm preparing to deliver a blow, while the left is
raised on guard. Probably a pancratiast awaiting his
adversary's onslaught; the style is that of the
Rhodian school (beginning of second century B.C.)
and recalls with its realism the British Museum group
of boys quarrelling over a game of knucklebones.

(6) Six marble statues much corroded, and torso
of large marble Centaur.

(7) Various detached fragments (hands, feet, &e.).5
A later telegram speaks of the finding of four more

marble statues, badly damaged, one being a colossal
figure of Herakles like that in the Naples Museum
(byGlykou?).6

Mycenae.—M. Tsountas has found two plain rect-
angular graves to the south of the treasury of Atreus,
containing numerous objects: two alabaster vases,
two stone candelabra, a sword-handle, and sundry
small ornaments in glass ; objects in gold, including
twelve figures of birds, butterflies, the nautilus, and
models of oinochoae ; a bronze knife and spear-heads ;
and four gems, with a lion and human figures as
subjects.7

ASIA MINOR.

Konieh (Iconium). A huge sarcophagus oi
marble has come to light, sculptured with hunting
and battle scenes like the famous one of Alexander
the Great from Sidon. On the alternate sides are
groups of people carrying dishes of fruit, groups of
children, etc., and on the roof, a man of sorrowful
aspect and a woman.7

H. B. WALTERS.

8 Times, February 26 j Athenaeum, March 9 ; see
also 'A<rri, January 30 (old style), 1901.

6 Standard, March 4.
7 Berl. Phil. Woch., February 16.


